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Original project goals

• Describe the production of single-particle colour-singlet final states
at the LHC (H,W,Z) at N3LO in perturbative QCD 
• Higgs boson physics: understand the N3LO QCD corrections to fiducial

volume cross sections defined with kinematic cuts on the Higgs boson
decay products and with constraints on the QCD radiation required to
suppress the backgrounds. 
• Z and W bosons: get access to N3LO predictions for lepton transverse

momentum distributions and charge asymmetries that are key
observables for understanding e.g. the mass of the W-boson and
improve on the PDF fits.



arXiv:2003.01700 [hep-ph]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.01700.pdf


Higgs at N3LO

Cieri, Chen, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss `18

“... “

“

Dulat, Mistlberger, Pelloni `18

“
“



Drell-Yan at N3LO

Dulat, Mistlberger, Pelloni `20



Beyond colour-singlet final states



Beyond hadron colliders

Currie, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Niehues, Vogt `18 

Gehrmann, Huss, Niehues, Vogt, Walker `18 



How do we want to evaluate the 
cross sections?



Slicing and subtrac/on
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slicing parameter

large cancellations

complicated integrand

Slicing:

Subtraction:



Hybrid of the methods
A possible approach: qT slicing, Catani, Grazzini `07
At NNLO implemented in the public codes MCFM and MATRIX
Approach chosen in Aachen

Another method: N-jeHness slicing, Gaunt, Stahlhofen, Tackmann, Walsh ’15, Boughezal, Focke, Liu, Petriello ’15
At NNLO implemented in the public code MCFM 
Approach chosen in Karlsruhe  

Interesting because related to 
factorization and resummation

manageable because 
lower order



Methods for cross sections at NNLO are required…
Subtraction

- sector decomposition Binoth, Heinrich `00,`04, Anastasiou, Melnikov, Petriello `04
- antenna subtraction Gehrmann, Glover `05
- colourful subtraction Somogyi, Trocsanyi, del Duca `05, `07
- sector improved residue subtraction (STRIPPER, nested soft-collinear subtraction) 

MC `10, Boughezal, Melnikov, Petriello `11, Caola, Melnikov, Rontsch `17
- local analytic sector subtraction Magnea, Maina, Pelliccoli, Signorile-Signorile, Torrielli, Uccirati `18
- geometric subtraction Herzog `18

Slicing

- qT slicing Catani, Grazzini `07
- N-jettiness slicing Gaunt, Stahlhofen, Tackmann, Walsh `15, Boughezal, Focke, Liu, Petriello `15
- projection to born Cacciari, Dreyer, Karlberg, Salam,Zanderighi `15



(digression: who makes the nicer summary?)

Grazzini, QCD @ LHC 2019

Cieri, Moriond QCD 2019



…cross sec(on approxima(ons are also required

Leading power factorization

Collins, Soper, Sterman `85

hep-ph/0409313
see also Collins, “Foundations of Perturbative QCD”

https://arxiv.org/pdf/hep-ph/0409313.pdf


Example: factorization in the transverse momentum
Drell-Yan cross section in the language of Becher, Neubert `10

Subtleties in the definition require additional regulators

Analy?c regulator studied in Becher, Bell `11 perturbative (that’s what we want in this project)

non-perturbative (PDF)



The integrand of Ij/k is a splitting function

Recently published del Duca, Duhr, Haindl, Lazopoulos, Michel `19, `20 

results too long to print in an article…

https://people.phys.ethz.ch/~pheno/quadruple_collinear

https://people.phys.ethz.ch/~pheno/quadruple_collinear


Differences between factorization in 
transverse momentum and jettiness

Transverse momentum: rapidity regulator required, so6 func9on trivial in some cases

Je;ness: no need for rapidity regulator, so6 func9on required



Main achievements so far

Melnikov, Rietkerk, Tancredi, Wever `18 

Melnikov, Rietkerk, Tancredi, Wever `19 

Behring, Melnikov, Rietkerk, Tancredi, Wever `19 



Main achievements so far
Method: reverse unitarity Anasatisiou, Melnikov `02, analytic integration



What we’ve been doing at RWTH Aachen
Together with Philipp Müllender (PhD Student): numerical calcula;on of the perturba;ve 
beam func;ons for transverse momentum resumma;on known analy;cally to       at NNLO 
Gehrmann, Thomas Lübbert, Yang `14



What we’ve been doing at RWTH Aachen
Together with Philipp Müllender (PhD Student): numerical calculation of the perturbative 
beam functions for transverse momentum resummation to       at NNLO



What we’ve been doing at RWTH Aachen
Together with Sebastian Sapeta (IFJ PAN Cracow): numerical calculation of the perturbative 
beam functions for transverse momentum resummation at N3LO

Methodology  based on physical sector decomposition similar to STRIPPER at NNLO

non-vanishing transverse momentum, are the singularities just as at NNLO ?

unfortunately not quite

rapidity divergence at non-vanishing 
transverse momentum



Others have been busy as well

Billis, Ebert, Michel, Tackmann `19 Beam functions in the soft limit:

Ebert, Mistlberger, Vita `20 Complete solution:

different regulator, Li, Neill, Zhu `16, with non-vanishing 
soft function known to sufficient order for N3LO 
applications, Echevarria, Scimemi, Vladimirov `16, Li, Zhu` 16,
Lübbert, Oredsson, Stahlhofen `16 

result for quarks: Luo, Yang, Zhu, Zhu `19



Others have been busy as well
Ebert, Mistlberger, Vita `20 Complete solution:

“perturbative matching kernels for all channels
are expressed in terms of simple harmonic
polylogarithms up to weight five “

“The class of functions appearing in the matching
coefficents for all channels includes iterated
integrals with non-rational kernels, thus going
beyond the one of harmonic polylogarithms“



Where do we go from here?

• Check/calculate beam functions at N3LO to the end

• Calculate the 0-jettiness soft function at N3LO

• Improve NNLO methods for speed/stability as basis for N3LO

• Are we falling behind? Will there be phenomenology to contribute?


